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Programme
• Preliminaries and warm up

• Background: Talking about voluntary action,
youth services and welfare provision
• Findings: Positioning voluntary action
• Refreshment break
• Conclusions: Back to the future?
• Next steps and close

Image: From National Association of Boys’ Clubs Annual Report, 1939-40.

Warm up
On your tables, please answer the following
questions…..

What five words come to mind when you think of the
welfare state?

What five words come to mind when you think of charity?
Go to www.menti.com and enter the code 18 74 61

2018: What five words come to mind when you
think of the welfare state? Responses of all writers

2018 What five words come to mind when you
think of charity? Responses of all writers

Part One
BACKGROUND

ESRC-funded Discourses of
Voluntary Action project
• Examining the debates that have taken place on
the role, position and contribution of voluntary
action in the provision of welfare in the 1940s
and 2010s
• Comparing and contrasting public, state/political
and voluntary sector discourses over two time
periods: 1940s and 2010s
• Using three narratives: public, state, voluntary
sector
• Looking at four fields: children’s services, youth,
older people and voluntary movement/sector

Project Partners
• Co-producing knowledge
with: NCVO, Children
England, UK Youth and Age
UK
• Mass Observation Project –
new directive
commissioned 2018
• Archive and expertise of
former chair of NCVYS
(1937-2016)
• Project Steering Group
chaired by Professor
Marilyn Taylor

‘Transformational moments’
1940s:
Beveridge Report (1942), war-time planning and
development of the ‘social service state’ or ‘welfare
state’
Voluntary action didn’t disappear, but new questions
were in play: what role should the state & the voluntary
movement play in delivering social welfare?

2010s:
Different visions of the welfare state are emerging across
the UK jurisdictions
For England a fundamental renegotiation of the role of
the state is underway; with the responsibility (and costs)
of welfare being increasingly shifted to individuals, the
private sector and the voluntary sector

Youth work
• Voluntary youth work has long roots dating back to 18th century
• By mid 20th century a variety of youth work models including
uniformed organisations and boys’ and girls’ clubs, & mixed
• 1940s: start of shift from voluntary to statutory provision, which
accelerated again in 1960s
• By 2010s: shift from statutory to voluntary provision – ‘multiple
youth service models now exist’
• Common to both periods – concern that organisations come
together to provide collective voice for a diffuse sector
‘75 years on much of what we achieved together is in danger of being
dismantled as public sector funding cuts are disproportionately
targeting services to young people. Once again collective action is
important…’ NCVYS 2011

Image: 26 Bedford Square, NCSS headquarters

Infrastructure
• 1911: National Council of Girls’ Clubs (later UK
Youth)
• 1925: National Association of Boys’ Clubs (later
Ambition) - support and resources to individual
clubs and regional federations
• 1936: Standing Conference of National Voluntary
Youth Organisations (SCNYO later NCVYS)
• 2016: Closure of NCVYS – some of its work taken
on by Ambition and UK Youth
• 2017: Merger of Ambition and UK Youth
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Source: P. F. Beard, ‘Voluntary
Youth Organisations’ in A. C. F.
Bourdillon, Voluntary Social
Services: Their Place in the Modern

Any questions or
points of
clarification?

Part Two
POSITIONING VOLUNTARY ACTION

1. It is part of who we are…
….Voluntary action, democracy and British society
• Broad consensus across groups and time that voluntary
action is a fundamental part of British way of life
• It is both a manifestation of and an essential contributor to
democracy and/or ‘good’ society
Seen with reference to voluntary action in general:
• House of Lords debate (1949) – voluntary action as
‘fundamental to the health of a democratic society’
• NCSS (1940s) voluntary action as ‘a manifestation of
democracy in action.’
• House of Lords report (2017 )‘Charities are the eyes, ears
and conscience of society. …their work touches almost
every facet of British civic life’
• NCVO (2017) ‘Charities’ role in providing a voice and
informing public debate … makes our democracy one of the
strongest in the world’

It is part of who we are
And specifically within youth services:
• Value of ‘variety and competition’ in youth work has been
proved, and this is needed to ‘maintain vigour and vitality of
a democratic society’ (NCVYS, 1945)
• ‘All the National Voluntary Youth Organisations aim at
training their members, in successive age-groups, to play an
effective part in the religious, cultural, social and political life
of an educated democracy’ (NCVYS, 1945)
• ‘Young people have the right to be involved in decisions that
affect them directly and in order for them to practise this,
they should have the opportunity to learn about democratic
processes so that they have the knowledge to know how they
can make change in their local communities, and then have
the confidence to be able to put this into practice’ (UK Youth,
2018)
Image: From NCSS, In the Service of the Community leaflet, 1950.

…but there are

differences in emphasis
• Voluntary narratives – tends to focus on voluntary
action – particularly in the form of campaigning and
advocacy – being part of democratic process
• Centrality of this to narratives, and emphasis
within it, varies
• Within youth services greatest emphasis is on
facilitating yp’s democratic engagement
• State – less challenge. Tends to focus more on
voluntary action - as helping - being part of British
way of life
• Public – less certainty. Tends to focus more on
voluntary action – as expression of concern, care,
duty, and personal responsibility – being part of
national instinct.
• And for some this is problematic

…and a concern that it is being
undermined
• Concerns about erosion of welfare rights - representation
and campaigning as increasingly important
• Worries from within the voluntary sector that the place of
voluntary action as central to democracy under threat
‘As the sector has spoken out against the damaging social
effects of some government programmes the relationship
between government and charities have become more tense,
with political attacks on the sector’s motivations, structures
and standing. Yet campaigning is embedded in the history of
voluntary organisations in the UK, we have no intention of
being silenced!’ (NCVYS 2014)
Image: In the Service of the
Community leaflet, 1950.
Image: Children England, 2018

• Confusion & concern from the public regarding changing
value systems and growing reliance on voluntary action

Its part of what we do…
…the provision of (youth) services to meet need
• Reflected in all narratives, across both time periods
1940s
• recognition that even with expanded role, state alone could not
meet need, heightened during war and reconstruction
• Emphasis on voluntary organisations as innovating and
supplementing state provision, esp. for those over 14
• Voluntary action also praised by the state (and public) for
humanising services
2010s
• Dominant narrative - expanding role of voluntary organisations in
delivering services – with different views on whether this is to be
encouraged or discouraged
• Within youth services – significant cuts in funding, emergence of
multiple organisational models, shift from statutory to voluntary
provision, development of post code lottery
“…innovations driven by cost saving are not always in the best
interests of young people” UK Youth 2018

…but some suggest it needs
to be ‘strengthened’
1940s:
• General concerns about both the capacity and quality of
some voluntary services, to be addressed through new
inspection regime
• For youth services, focused specifically on quality of
premises, equipment, lack of training, ‘unattached’ youth
2010s:
• General emphasis on regulation and capacity building, and
latterly on strengthening leadership, governance
• Growing concern within youth sector regarding variability,
inconsistency, and level of training
‘Whilst the energy and enthusiasm of volunteers is widely
welcomed, it must be recognised that as the youth sector has
transitioned from a largely statutory provision to a largely
voluntary sector led service, the training, processes and
oversight that was in place to ensure the safety and protection
of beneficiaries has diminished’ UK Youth 2018
• And some also suggest that too much emphasis is placed on
strengthening sector’s role (in general) in service delivery…

. . .and should be distinct
• 2010s: General concern for need to recognise the distinct contribution of voluntary action – e.g. concern in public
narratives that voluntary action being used to fill gaps
• Voluntary narratives – Different claims for distinction
‘…VCS’ unparalleled expertise in genuinely connecting with communities and particularly engaging with people whose
voice is not as readily heard’ NCVYS 2013
‘Part of what makes youth provision so special is that each group has the freedom and flexibility to deliver activities in
a range of different ways, to best suit the young people they work with and their needs.’ UK Youth 2016
‘Rooted in the communities they serve, and independent from statutory institutions, charities can help those who are
most marginalised and hard to reach.’ UK Youth 2018
• Desire from some to shift emphasis from delivery to transformation

3. It works hand in hand with
others…
1940s: Language of partnership between the state and
voluntary movement cuts across all sets of narratives
• State narratives – recognition that neither voluntary
action nor state can meet need alone, partnership as
pragmatic response - need for partnership (‘[state]
can not cover the whole field of human welfare’)

• Public narratives – how voluntary organisations can
work with the state to provide what the state can’t,
or identify new needs
• Voluntary movement – welcomes partnership to
ease unmet needs, but concerns over status of
partners. Fears of take over, but generally reassured
as legislation emerged

Image: From NCSS, In the Service of the Community leaflet, 1950.

Lord Aberdare

…with particular implications
for the youth sector
• 1939 Board of Education Circular 1486 proposed Youth Service
and called for ‘full partnership in a common enterprise’
• Education White Paper (1943) and Education Act 1944 - local
authorities greater powers in youth leisure provision
• NCVYS statement – welcomes new legislation but protested
against tendency to see vol orgs as taking a ‘subordinate place’
‘We may lose some of our freedom as the State assumes greater
responsibility for industry and for the general welfare of its
citizens: in many things we may have to conform to a pattern as
the price of greater security [and] greater equality of opportunity.’
(Lord Aberdare, Speech to NABC, 1943)

Image: NCVO infographic

…and

concern about the right mix
and model
By 2010s:
• Shift in language from partnership to collaboration
• Not just voluntary action and the state - also roles for the
private sector and community/individuals
• Left-leaning MO writers feel voluntary organisations may
be compensating for the government’s abdication of its
responsibilities for welfare – differences according to class
and political orientation
• These concerns are also clear within voluntary sector
narratives – although some parts more vocal than others
• Particular concern within youth sector where clear shift
has occurred
‘Relevant government departments must therefore explore how the
private, public and voluntary sectors … can effectively collaborate
to provide more holistic and robust non-formal learning
opportunities to complement the education sector and the already
significantly funded social action agenda’ UK Youth 2018

1940s

4. Within
context of
changing views
of need and
response

2010s

• General consensus building
on need and response
• Recognition of need for
collective response to newly
emerging need

• Increasingly polarised views
on need and response
• Growing distrust of those in
need, and emphasis on
individual responsibility

‘A minimum of State service
there should be… provided by
the whole community, and paid
for by taxes; no one should be
deprived, by lack of funds, of
health services; no one should
have to stand begging, cap in
hand, because he can’t earn his
own living. But it should be a
minimum not a maximum’ Female, 51, Conservative

‘In my opinion then, the
relevance of charity in Britain
today is that it is
compensating for the
Government’s negligence in
looking after its citizens
properly’ – Male, 51, Lib/Lab
‘In my opinion the state does
too much for people. It’s
looked to by too many people
as a first resort rather than a
last resort’ – Female, 60,
Conservative

but growing recognition that
it’s time to talk…
• Universal welfare system under threat, at a time when
needs are rising, but some concern that debate muted
or limited to certain fields
• Lots of talk across all narratives about state failure, but
with different emphasises
• State: Need for innovation, competition and choice
- talk of state failure and inefficiency
• Public: Need for change - some talk of state failure,
neglecting its responsibilities (from left leaning
writers)
• Voluntary: Need for reform - talk of crisis, failure,
punitive approach, inequity, inefficiency
• Youth sector – concern for state withdrawal,
disproportionate cuts, exacerbating inequality,
‘some have argued that the idea of youth services as a
‘universal’ offer appears to have been abandoned’ NCVYS
2011

…and to adopt new
tactics?
• General concern that debate to date has
been muted
• Recognising need to come together to
strengthen voice, but hampered by counter
(competitive) tendencies and by diversity and
fragmentation
‘There is a need to ensure a united voice for the
sector at national level…’ UK Youth 2018
• Recognising the role of the media – including
social media – is mediating views and
changing relationships
• Concern that positive, welcoming, insider
strategies hard to sustain when government
is not listening
‘…they wanted [us] to be more ‘sassy’ and felt
the organisation had been too ‘nice’ for too
2018 campaign by a coalition of children’s organisations calling on
long’ NCVYS, 2011

government to put children and young people at heart of spending

Discussion

Coffee Break

Part Three

Back to the future?

The work of narratives
• Narratives as framing the role, position and
responsibilities of voluntary action, of the
state, and other actors, through:
• ...convincing, compelling and persuasive
stories
• ...told by all actors, to imagined audiences
• ...often linking the past (honouring or
acknowledging history), the present
(recognition) and future (what might
become)
• ...descriptive and normative (how it is and
how it ought to be)
• Narratives as work to secure positions
(legitimate 'room') within unsettled fields, but
also to reorder fields (policy work, leading and
shaping debates), of:
• ... significance - role, centrality,
importance
• ... difference/distinction - neither the
state nor the market
• ... independence, but not isolation
• ... trustworthiness?

Image: Age UK’s 2010 General Election campaign ‘Our power is our
number’

Policy influence
• 1940s: Voluntary organisations were integral to state: built into new
social welfare legislation, fewer rigid sector boundaries, shared
personnel

• By 2010s they are positioned increasingly as external actors, raising
questions of access and influence
• Ability to influence depends on:
• resources, networks, access and connections
• how conducive the policy and political environment is
• Adoption of ‘insider’ or ‘outsider’ strategies – committees,
consultations, lobbying, campaigning, thought leadership
• Policy work may seek to align with a prevailing ‘current’, or to resist or
change it

Shaping moving frontiers
• ‘Frontiers’ always in motion and always in a state of tension –
challenges over meaning and movement

• Not one frontier, but (increasingly) multiple frontiers:
• State, market, community
• Disaggregated further across different fields
• Blurred and hybrid arrangements, rather than a zero-sum
relationship
• Complicated relationships involving activities and services, but also
financial flows, regulatory requirements and degrees of control
• Inventions heightened during moments of transition – pushing back,
as well as pulling forward (e.g. Children and Social Work Bill, 2016 as
‘emblematic moment’)

1940s

But context
matters, and it’s
a very different
past, present and
future

2010s

• shift to the left
• social democratic, state
expanding, welfare
project
• collectivist spirit of
reconstruction

• ongoing rightward shift
• neo-liberal, state
retrenching, welfare
project
• individualist/populist
spirit

• austerity…
• role of the media
• trust in charities

• austerity…
• role of the media
• trust in charities

• a pragmatic partnership • an increasingly
between the state and
antagonistic environment
voluntary action
for voluntary action

Summary
• Our analysis highlights
• The evolving positions, priorities and contributions of
national umbrella bodies, including shaping policy
• Development of strategic narratives about the role,
position and contribution of the voluntary sector (and the
state)
• Challenge to prevailing narratives of the role of the state
and voluntary action in welfare provision
• The fluidity and contested nature of the ‘moving frontier’

Questions, answers and discussion
• What do you think about the material presented here? Does it
resonate with your understanding of the issues?
• What for you might be the emblematic moments which somehow
stand for, or say something about, the debates in the 1940s and
2010s?
• What other insights or questions arise?
• Is it time for voluntary (youth) organisations to adopt new
strategies/tactics with the state? What could they be?

What next for UK Youth and
Ambition records and
archives?

Thank you!
For access to sources: Age UK, Children England, NCVO,
UK Youth, NCVYS, Mass Observation, LSE Archives and
Special Collections, London Metropolitan Archives, UCL
Special Collections and the British Library
For digitisation: UCL Special Collections and UCL Digital
Media
For more information on our research see:
https://discoursesofvoluntaryaction.wordpress.com

Thank you to our funders

